
F1-A2: Chemical and Phase Stabilities of 
Energetic Materials at High Pressures

Abstract— Commonly available nonconventional energetic materials such as H2O2, ammo-
nium nitrates (AN), and reactive materials (e.g., mixtures of metals and metal oxides), as well 
as conventional plastic explosives primarily made of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), 
cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX), cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine (HMX), and tri-
aminotrinitrobenzene (TATB), are often subjected to materials of terrorists acts and become 
threats to homeland security. Thus, characterizing thermochemical properties of these ma-
terials at the blast-relevant conditions of pressure, temperature, and composition is criti-
cal for developing chemical methods to mitigate the associated threats.  In this year, our re-
search efforts have focused on investigation of AN and its mixtures with hexane (i.e., ANFO) 
and aluminum (Ammonal), using diamond anvil cells, confocal micro-Raman spectroscopy, 
and synchrotron X-ray diffraction. The major results include determination of (i) the phase 
diagram of AN to 40 GPa and 400 C, confirming the presence of the newly proposed phase IV’, 
(ii) the decomposition of AN occurring at the onset of melting of AN, and (iii) the stress and 
chemical effects on chemical sensitivities of AN, providing insight into high chemical sensi-
tivity of ANFO and Ammonal. These results are significant not only to understanding of fun-
damental properties of these high-value energetic materials, but also to gaining insights into 
what causes chemical sensitivity in energetic materials and finding the conditions limiting 
blast or detonation of AN and energetic materials mixtures.
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II. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANCE

Ammonium Nitrate (AN–NH4NO3), which is produced through an exothermic reaction between nitric acid 
(HNO3) and ammonia (NH3), is extensively used in the agricultural industry as a nitrogen source to improve 
crop yield (1). Yet, it is a strong oxidizer, which has enabled it to be used as an explosive ingredient in mining 
industries in the early days. Slight additions of organic substances such as fuel oil (often termed as ANFO) 
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and inorganic materials such as Al powder (known as Ammonal) make AN a powerful secondary explosive 
(2-4). AN became readily available following World War I, as large stocks were released for agricultural uses. 
Because of its relatively low price, easy access and strong oxidizing properties, AN has often been subjected 
to uses in Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) in addition to its common use in the mining industry. Even 
though AN by itself is not considered as an explosive, some industrial disasters caused by AN and AN gravels 
explosion show that the hazardous nature of AN should not be underestimated (3,5,6).
Static properties such as melting and phase transitions are significant to characterize and detect energetic 
materials, but also to develop better predictive capabilities of explosives behavior that can be used to evalu-
ate potential blast effects and thereby develop proper countermeasures.  For example, the melting of explo-
sives affects most strongly the chemical sensitivity and decomposition kinetics ranging from simple burn 
to deflagration and detonation. Unusual melt anomalies are often observed, yet theoretical predictions of 
melt curves are difficult even for simple inert solids. Thus, melt curves provide the most critical constraints 
for developing and validating reliable thermochemical models, which can be used for evaluating the explo-
sives performance. Despite this significance, the melt curve of AN is known only below ~1GPa, resulting in 
large uncertainties in existing explosive models and predicting explosives behaviors. In fact, it is not even 
known how energetic materials melt; for example, does AN even melt at high pressures or simply sublime as  
NH4NO3(s)→ NH3(g) + HNO3(l)?
High-pressure polymorphism and phase transitions, on the other hand, have wide ranging consequences on 
basic properties of energetic materials, such as intermolecular interactions, chemical bonding, crystal struc-
tures, thermoelastic properties, and chemical sensitivity. Two different polymorphs of the same energetic 
material often display substantially different properties and energetic behaviors in shock sensitivity and 
detonation chemistry. Importantly, the phase transition in energetic materials often triggers the chemical 
reaction leading to deflagration and detonation and, thus, is related to the shock (or chemical) sensitivity in 
very fundamental ways. 
Characterizing thermochemical properties of energetic materials at the blast-relevant conditions of pres-
sure, temperature, and composition is, therefore, critical for developing chemical methods to mitigate the 
associated threats. Hence, our approach is to investigate phase and chemical stabilities of selected energetic 
materials at high pressures and different chemical environments, help characterize critical aspects of the en-
ergetic processes such as deflagration and detonation, and develop novel chemical mitigation methods that 
make it difficult to formulate detonable quantities of explosives.

III. RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITY

A.	 State-of-the-Art	and	Technical	Approach

Our research efforts in this year have been focused on the completion of phase and chemical stability studies 
of AN and its mixtures with hexane (or ANFO) and aluminum (Ammonal).  The highlights of these results are 
briefly summarized as follows:
Phase diagram of AN: Based on the studies carried out on AN using DSC, NMR, X-ray and neutron diffraction, 
IR and Raman spectroscopic methods, in both DAC and non-DAC experiments, it was found that AN displays 
rich polymorphism. Six polymorphic forms were accessed at ambient pressures from cryogenic tempera-
tures before it melts (phases VII → V → IV→ III→ II→ I) (7-10).  Additionally a high P-T, phase VI (7,8) and a 
high P ambient T, phase IV′ have also been reported (5,6). However, complexities in phase stabilities arising 
from kinetics, sample thermal history, metastable phases, presence of impurities and measurement tech-
niques themselves have given rise to ambiguities in proposed transitions and their transition temperatures 
and pressures.  Therefore, in this study by investigating the phase and chemical stabilities of AN at static 
high P-T conditions and in different environments in terms of studying the phase diagram, our aim is to gain 
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insights into factors that cause chemical sensitivity and con-
ditions limiting detonation of AN.
The major findings are summarized in a form of phase dia-
gram (Fig. 1). The significance of this phase diagram includes: 
first, the melting/decomposition curve to 20 GPa.  Note that 
AN decomposes above 2 GPa at the onset of melting.  Sec-
ond, the absence of the previously suggested phase III, which 
arises only in hydrated samples. Third, the presence of new 
phase IV’ in non-hydrostatic conditions above ~17 GPa at 
both ambient and high temperatures. Fourth, the high sensi-
tivity of phase boundaries depending on the sample environ-
ment.  This last aspect is subject to further investigation in 
various chemical environments such as AN in hydrocarbon 
oils and AN mixed with aluminum metal powders. These re-
sults are important for understanding polymorphism and 
melt behavior in AN and other energetic materials. The new 

compression (or EOS) and “melt” data of AN phases obtained in this work will be extremely useful in theoreti-
cal modeling of this material that can be used by scientists at DoD and DHS laboratories.
Chemical Sensitivity of AN: To understand the chemical effect on AN transformations, we investigated the 
pressure-induced changes of AN in hexane (mimicking ANFO) and Aluminum (Ammonal) in comparison 
with those in pure AN. The corresponding Raman spectra of these materials shown in Fig. 2 indicate: (i) Am-
monal behaves similar to pure AN with phase transition temperatures observed for IV→II (102 °C), II→I (152 
°C), being slightly lower to that of the pure at comparable pressures. Unlike Ammonal, ANFO does not show 
any phase transformations or conversions up to 205 °C, up until where phase IV is stable. (ii) The onset of 
decomposition of AN in both ANFO and Ammonal take place at a lower temperature compared to the pure 
sample as expected. (iii) In both ANFO and Ammonal the onset of decomposition is noted by the complete 
disappearance of ν4( 3NO− ) mode, whereas in pure AN this observation was based on the appearance of de-
composition products along with the melt of AN. (iv) The Raman signatures corresponding to the decomposi-
tion products are relatively weak which correspond to 2NO+  in both ANFO and Ammonal and N2O and HNO3 in 

Figure 1. The phase diagram of AN, showing the 
melting/decomposition and the stability region 
of recently found phase IV’ in nonhydrostatic 
condition.

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of (a) pure AN at 1.6GPa, (b) AN in n-hexane (refer to ANFO) at 1.8GPa, and (c) AN in Al envelope 
(refer Ammonal) at 0.8 GPa, comparing enhanced chemical reactivities at elevated temperatures. Both pure AN 
and Ammonal show solid-solid phase transitions before they undergo decomposition, where as ANFO does not. 
Both ANFO and Ammonal show weakening of NO3- and NH4+ modes with temperature, leading to the chemical 
decomposition at lower temperatures than pure-AN.   
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both Ammonal and pure AN. Note that a strong Raman signature coming from N2 was also observed at the on-
set of decomposition in pure AN – not in ANFO or Ammonal. All these observations conclude that the chemi-
cal environment has affected the phase transitions and melt-decomposition of AN by altering the mechanism.

B.	 Major	Contributions	

The fundamental research outlined here will also result in scientific discoveries and technological innova-
tions of great value to defense research needs and, thus, enable DHS to respond to both short- and long-term 
national needs in the areas of explosive characterization and evaluation. Major contributions of this project 
to the overall ALERT research and education program are: 
Year 5: Completed phase and chemical stability studies of AN, ANFO and Ammonal
• Determined the phase diagram of AN to 40 GPa and 400 C, confirming the presence of newly proposed 

phase IV’,
• Found the evidence of AN  decomposition that occurs at the onset of melting of phase I below 2 GPa and 

phase IV above 2 GPa. 
• Understood the stress and chemical effects on chemical sensitivities of AN, providing insight into high 

chemical sensitivity of ANFO and Ammonal
Year 4: Investigated chemical stabilities of AN, TATB, and reactive metals.
• Determined the phase diagram of AN, the most commonly used IED. The major results have been pub-

lished in J. Phys. Chem. A (2011). 
• Investigated the stability of TATB, the most insensitive HE.  The major findings have been published in J. 

Chem. Phys. (2011).
• Investigated the reaction pathway of reactive metals, important for thermites and nano-HE reactions. The 

results have been published in J. Appl. Phys. (2012)
Year 3: Investigated the phase transition and melting of AN using micro-Raman spectroscopy and third-
generation synchrotron x-ray at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) in Argonne National Laboratory.
• Discovered a shear-induced phase transition in AN at around 20 GPa in nonhydrostatic conditions. 
• Found the evidence of AN decomposition to NH3 and HNO3 at the onset of phase I(cubic) and 

IV(orthorhombic) boundary above 2 GPa.
• Presently extending the phase diagram of AN to the phase space relevant to its deflagration/detonation 

(roughly 30 GPa and 1000 K).
• Year 2: Investigated the phase stability and chemical decomposition of H2O2 and its mixture with H2O in 

diamond anvil cells.  Major findings in this investigation were:
• Pressure-induced phase transition in H2O2-water mixtures over a large range of H2O2 concentration (5 – 

98 %) – providing unique high-pressure data of H2O2 – H2O mixtures.   
• Pressure-induced decomposition of the mixture: H2O2 -> H2O + O2  above 20 GPa
• Melt-induced disassociation of mixtures: 2.5 GPa for pure H2O2 and 1.5 GPa for 10% H2O2

• Formation of hydrates at 1.3 GPa in 10 % H2O2

Year 1: Investigated the phase stability and chemical decomposition of pure H2O2 in diamond anvil cells 
coupled with micro-Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron x-ray diffraction.  Major findings in this investiga-
tion were:
• Structural phase transition from H2O2-I (tetragonal) to II (orthorhombic) at 13 GPa with a large volume 

change (~7%), roughly where concentrated H2O2 above 60 % detonates.
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• Pressure-induced decomposition of H2O2-II above 20 GPa: densification driven
• Detonation of concentrated H2O2 above 60 % at nearly constant pressure of 12 GPa (Det. velocity ~ 6 

km/s), in collaboration with the LANL group.
In Education:  We are training three Ph.D. graduate students, one Masters student, and three Post-Doctoral 
scientists in fundamental research of significance to the DHS program with hands-on experience in the state-
of-the-art high-pressure and spectroscopic and structural diagnostics. The expertise being developed in the 
present project will help enhance the future workforce needed for fundamental defense research within DHS, 
DoD and DOE.

IV. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

The present project is significant in understanding the fundamental properties of energetic materials of high 
value to DHS interests: melting, phase transition, chemical stabilities, EOS, etc.  These data are critical to de-
velopments in: 
• Predictive capabilities for explosive initiation
• Improved EOS models for better assessment of blast effects
• Blast-/shock-mitigating materials and methodologies
• Related basic science needs for materials in extreme conditions
Note that energetic chemical processes accompany rapid increases in temperatures and pressures regardless 
of detonation, deflagration, or slow burning. Thus, the above-mentioned thermochemical data over a wide 
range of phase space is critical for characterization and mitigation of the associated effects.  In this regard, the 
present project is unique yet relevant to other F1 efforts of the ALERT center, providing high-pressure data 
of energetic materials in relation to shock sensitivities and detonabilities. Considering the fact that there are 
numerous energetic materials, and it is impossible to obtain dynamic data for all of them, the present static 
high-pressure experiments play also an important role as an alternative timely method to screen existing 
and newly developed energetic materials, prior to more elaborate shock-wave experiments. Furthermore, 
we emphasize explosive safety concerns in all of the ALERT efforts.  The use of small samples in the present 
DAC experiments is a convenient way of testing new NEM without incurring safety concerns associated with 
large-scale synthesis.

V. FUTURE PLANS

We propose a comprehensive research program to characterize energetic materials properties (EOS, melt-
ing, phase transitions, chemical changes, detonability, etc.) and energetic processes (chemical mechanism, 
kinetics, energetics, etc.) under extreme static and dynamic conditions, using cutting-edge high-pressure 
technologies, Raman and synchrotron x-ray diffraction, and time-resolved x-ray diffraction and spectroscopy. 
These experiments will be performed synergistically with other explosives synthesis and formulation activi-
ties at the Center and theoretical materials modeling efforts at DOE/DoD defense national laboratories. As 
such, the collective efforts will provide DHS responders the critical tools such as: (i) chemical data libraries to 
characterize explosives and explosive systems, (ii) chemical and spectroscopic methodologies to detect and 
neutralize explosive devices during a forced entry, and (iii) better predictive capability of explosives behavior 
to evaluate blast effects and associated dangers in clouded areas and complex structures. The fundamental 
research proposed for the next phase of this project will hopefully result in scientific discoveries and techno-
logical innovations of great values to defense research needs and, thus, enable DHS to respond to both short- 
and long-term national needs in the areas of explosive characterization and evaluation.
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VI. LEVERAGING OF RESOURCES

The present project has been leveraged by our collaboration with Drs. Steve Sheffield and Dana Dattelbaum 
at the LANL – one of the major research laboratories in DOE for energetic materials. The nature of this col-
laborative effort has been in (i) obtaining energetic materials such as pure H2O2 and AN samples for our static 
high-pressure efforts; (ii) performing complementary shock wave experiments on those materials; and (iii) 
participating in the LDRD-SI project (PI: Dattelbaum, LANL) to study shock-induced chemical changes under 
high pressures.  We are also collaborating with the theory group at LLNL led by Drs. Sorin Bestea and Larry 
Fried for chemical modeling efforts.

VII. PROJECT DOCUMENTATION AND DELIVERABLES

A.	 Publications	

1. Minseob Kim and Choong-Shik Yoo, Phase Transitions in I2O5 at High Pressures: Raman and X-ray 
Diffraction Studies, J. Chem. Phys. (2013) in review

2. Mihindra Dunuwille and Choong-Shik Yoo, Phase Diagram of Ammonium Nitrate, J. Chem. Phys. 
(2013) in review.

B.	 Presentations	(by	the	PI,	all	invited)

1. Mbar Chemistry: Novel States and Transitions in Simple Molecular Systems, a Condensed Matter 
Physics Seminar at the Physics Department, University of California, Davis, California, Feb. 7th, 2013

2. Time and Angle-Resolved X-ray Diffraction (TARXD): Probing Structural and Chemical Evolutions, an 
invited talk to Science Beyond 4 Mbars and Using Dynamic Compression, Oct. 18-19, 2012 at DESY 
Laboratory, Hamburg, Germany

3. Simple Molecules and Mixtures under Extreme Conditions, an invited seminar at the Geophysical 
Laboratory of Carnegie Institute, Washington D.C., July 23, 2012

C.	 Technology	Transfer

The present project contributed to scientific and technological exchanges made in workshops and confer-
ences (listed in B above) and through the peer-reviewed publications (listed in A above).

D.	 Seminars,	Workshops	and	Short	Courses

Organized the Joint conference of AIRAPT and APS-SCCM in July 7 – 12, 2013 in Seattle, Washington.  The PI 
is one of three co-chairs of the conference, together with David Moore at Los Alamos National Laboratory and 
Gilbert “Rip” Collins at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.  This is a major conference in the subject 
field of high-pressure and energetic materials, which will have more than 700 attendees from the world.  
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